Killer was fully
aware of actions
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A DOCTOR has dismissed claims
that a killer who strangled another
man to death with his bare hands
was not responsible for his actions.

The 31-year-old Nigerian defendant
was receiving treatment at the Psychiatric Hospital when he killed fellow
Bahraini patient Ebrahim Al A’ali, 48.

piece of cloth before beating and stranThe defendant has been diagnosed
his actions.
“It happens all over the world and
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or even kill others over nothing,” the

and wrong when he choked the victim
to death.”
The defendant had been transferred
12-month prison sentence for a spate of
mobile phone thefts.
He is also standing trial in a separate
case for allegedly trying to strangle a
tre.

in connection with a car accident that

tempted to kill himself while being held
in detention,” added the doctor.
“We did not keep him separately at
and night.”
When asked whether the hospital had
been negligent in failing to prevent the
swered that it was possible.
“There might have possibly been
negligence,” he said.
However, he added the defendant
had not yet been diagnosed with ICD at
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the defendant back to the Psychiatric
“He killed the victim at 5am while
the latter was sleeping and no-one expected this to happen.
“I have been working as a doctor for
this.
“The defendant was very calm after
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ation.”
papers.
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Enhance your Bahrain lifestyle with membership at our lavish Four Seasons
urban resort. Save on dining at Wolfgang Puck restaurants. Work out in our
two 24-hour fitness centres—one unisex and one for ladies only. Dive into
five swimming experiences. Relax with facials, massages and body
treatments, while children have fun at Kids For All Seasons. Discover
all the benefits of membership for singles, couples and families.
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killed three people.
“I examined the defendant myself
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Forum inspires
young to chase
their dreams
SpeakerS from the region shared
their ideas to empower society
during the ‘Be The X’ conference’
held yesterday at the Bahrain polytechnic.
The event was held under the patronage of polytechnic’s board of
trustees chairman Shaikh Hisham
bin abdulaziz al khalifa.
“The conference targets young
people
from
different backgrounds and
age groups in
an exceptional
environment
aimed at motivating
the
audience
to
achieve their
ideas in a way
that serves the
society, as well
as encouragDr Al Balooshi ing Bahrainis
speaking
during to be capable
changing
the event yesterday of
the world, regardless of their background and
interests,” said Bahrain polytechnic
Student Council president Hasan ali
al Tooq.
Featured speakers included kuwaiti author and radio broadcaster
ali Najim, former minister and entrepreneur Dr Fatima al Balooshi,
paramedic Fahad Yaqoot, chef
roaya Saleh and other experts from
different backgrounds.
The event was hosted by social me-

